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ABSTRACT
Visual semantics provide spatial information like size, shape, and
position, which are necessary to understand and efciently use interfaces and documents. Yet little is known about whether blind and
low-vision (BLV) technology users want to interact with visual affordances, and, if so, for which task scenarios. In this work, through
semi-structured and task-based interviews, we explore preferences,
interest levels, and use of visual semantics among BLV technology users across two device platforms (smartphones and laptops),
and information seeking and interactions common in apps web
browsing. Findings show that participants could beneft from access
to visual semantics for collaboration, navigation, and design. To
learn this information, our participants used trial and error, sighted
assistance, and features in existing screen reading technology like
touch exploration. Finally, we found that missing information and
inconsistent screen reader representations of user interfaces hinder learning. We discuss potential applications and future work to
equip BLV users with necessary information to engage with visual
semantics.
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Figure 1: The image above shows a participant using Wikki
Stix (green) and Play-Doh (orange) to reconstruct the smartphone web Google homepage.
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INTRODUCTION

User interfaces (UIs) intermix interactive widgets, text, and blank
space, all carefully designed and positioned to convey meaning
and afford use. For screen reader users, the size, shape, spatial
layout, and perceptual affordance of a UI fundamentally differs from
sighted users. Though powerful, screen readers linearize access to
interactive widgets and content, making it difficult for blind and
low vision (BLV) users to interact with the visual semantics of UIs.
In this paper, we explore whether access to these visual semantics is important to the BLV community and, if so, why. Though a
rich literature examines how to enhance BLV access to and understanding of spatial information, it focuses on specialized interfaces
or tasks, such as maps and navigation [2], access to diagrams and
graphs [19, 32, 42] and touchscreens [36, 38]. Our focus is complementary: investigating how BLV users identify and interact with
spatial characteristics of modern UIs, such as the size, shape, and relative and absolute position of widgets and content. Because screen
readers often function diferently across device platforms–from
conventional computers like desktops and laptops (linear access)
to touchscreens (direct + linear access) and native applications vs.
websites–we examine how these diferences change BLV users’
perception and understanding of UIs.
Our research builds on recent work by Li et al. [44], who conducted a formative study of seven BLV users to explore how they
engage in layout design (e.g., to make slides in PowerPoint and
create websites with WordPress). They incorporated their fndings
into an accessible layout design tool that uses auto-generated tactile

sheets overlaid on a tablet to enable the editing of HTML templates.
Our focus is broader: we are interested not only in how BLV users
engage in creative design tasks that require spatial understanding,
but also in how they perceive and interact with spatial information
in modern interfaces in their everyday use. We address two primary
research questions:

phone screen readers are particularly effective at supporting
this exploration.
(4) We make recommendations for technology designers to support BLV access to visual semantic information.
Our fndings will help screen reader developers improve capabilities of both desktops and laptops, and touchscreen screen readers.
To support the more efcient learning of visual information, we
must address gaps in current tools (such as missing information or
screen reader defciencies) and pay attention to design elements
(such as reference points), that helped our BLV participants create
lo-fi prototypes. Our fndings can inform the way that screen readers describe interfaces and the interaction options that they support,
as well as how we support tasks that require spatial information.

• When, how, and why do BLV technology users want to interact with the visual semantics of UIs? How do they interpret
visual semantics of UIs? Relatedly, do these users even want
to learn about these semantics?
• What does prototyping an interface reveal about their understanding of the visual semantics of UIs? How do lo-fi
prototypes created by BLV users and the thought process
of creating these prototypes, e.g., think-aloud comments,
inform about their understanding of visual semantics?
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BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

To better contextualize visual semantics and non-visual computer
access, we discuss the interaction paradigms that are standard in
desktop and smartphone (touchscreen) interaction and then enumerate prior work on screen reader interactions, access to visual
information, and the creation of accessible visual layouts. As the interaction paradigms supported by screen readers vary signifcantly
with platform and application, we encourage unfamiliar readers to
try them. Screen readers are freely available for Windows[49], OSX
[5], and both Android [29] and iPhone [4] smartphones.

To address these questions, we conducted a three-part qualitative
study with ten BLV participants. First, we asked participants about
their knowledge and use of visual semantics in UIs. We then probed
participants’ understanding when using smartphone apps with
screen readers. Finally, we explored participants comprehension
and perception of visual semantics in desktop and mobile web
interfaces through interview questions and a “think aloud” lo-fi
prototyping exercise. Here, participants reconstructed a UI of their
choice using lo-fi craft materials and described the underlying visual
semantics (Figure 1).
We collected and analyzed questionnaire data, observational
notes, participant-generated artifacts, and study session audio and
video recordings. Our study is the first to capture nuanced qualitative information of how BLV users understand visual semantics
across device platforms and common usage scenarios and probes
BLV users to express their understanding of UIs through prototyping.
Our research fndings suggest that most BLV users want to understand the visual semantics of interfaces in mobile app contexts.
Participants, while generally disinterested in the visual semantics
of websites, still emphasized the importance of such semantics.
Informed by these fndings and the literature, we enumerate design
recommendations for technology designers that would enable BLV
technology users to better understand and engage more efectively
with the visual semantics of web layouts. For example, we discuss
integration of visual descriptions of interfaces into existing screen
readers through a verbosity mode similar to settings currently available for punctuation. In summary, we make the following research
contributions:

2.1

Standard Screen Reading Access to
Desktops

Screen readers convert visual semantics and content into a linear, ephemeral stream of output (typically, audio or Braille). They
can also convey hierarchical information (such as the interactor
hierarchy of an interface), tabular information (such as the title
and contents of a table) and semantics (such as non-speech audio
representations of content type, e.g., beeps and tones, or spoken
identifcation of a heading level). VoiceOver [7] and NVDA [53]
convey interactor hierarchy by presenting the UI as a list of interactable elements as well as through a separate review cursor that
uses the underlying accessibility tree exposed by Windows APIs,
respectively. Likewise, several approaches have been explored to
convey notions like tables. Screen readers allow non-linear access
to tables by providing navigation capabilities horizontally (along
the row) or vertically (along the column). Furthermore, they provide announcements that help users identify reference points in a
table, e.g., row and column headers if they are semantically marked
up [34, 35].
Though these approaches enable access, table navigation remains problematic for screen reader users [33, 69]. Complementary
to this work [33, 69], Williams et al. [68] investigate advantages
of representing web interfaces as tables and find that participants
rated their table navigation experience more positively in terms
of efort, memorization, ease of navigation, understanding of page
information, and confdence in submitted answers. To improve information access, Khurana et al. [39] explore non-linear interaction
techniques on the keyboard to enable BLV users to navigate tables and webpages spatially. They show improved task completion
times in information-seeking tasks by BLV users in a lab study. User
expertise also impacts which features are used during non-visual

(1) We demonstrate that BLV technology users already understand concepts of spatiality and visual semantics, especially
on phones rather than desktops and use this understanding
to navigate and collaborate.
(2) We find that BLV users’ perceptions of visual semantics
(e.g. size, shape, location) are strongest for smartphone apps.
These findings may be a result of device affordances and
screen reader features but design implications extend to
both platforms.
(3) We find that BLV users currently rely on trial and error to
discover information about visual semantics, and that mobile
2

access. For example, studies of beginning users highlight challenges
with understanding visual context, such as when the cursor has
switched to a new application [8].

2.2

were able to build mental representations of new places [27]. This
work shows that BLV users can create mental models of spatially
organized information through sequential representation.
BLV exploration of visual semantics of UIs difers from exploration of maps since the alternative representations of user interfaces between BLV and sighted users difer signifcantly, depending
on semantics, and yet BLV users can fully utilize accessibly designed interfaces. Unlike touchscreen screen reader interactions
that support dynamic exploration of interfaces, tactile modalities
to explore maps do not permit exploration of dynamic content.

Touchscreen and Smartphone Access

Unlike traditional computer interfaces, touchscreens are inherently
more spatial because they are designed for direct rather than indirect
interaction (i.e., touch vs. mouse). On touchscreens, visual semantics, like the size, shape and spatial arrangement of interactors are
fundamental to their use. Touchscreen-based screen readers also
refect this shift. Both Apple’s VoiceOver [7] and Google’s TalkBack
[30] enable screen reader users to directly access elements spatially
under their touch and to also interact indirectly using gestures.
In seminal early work, Kane et al. [36] presented design recommendations and gestures for non-visual touch interactions, many of
which can be seen in mainstream screen readers today. In follow-up
work, Kane and colleagues performed a gesture elicitation study
with both sighted and blind participants to co-design usable gesture sets [38]. Their fndings categorize touchscreen interaction
techniques into menu browsing, discrete gestures, and fixed regions. They further inform quantifable measures of gestures, differentiating between sighted and BLV individuals. Their work [37]
expands this knowledge to larger touchscreens and demonstrates
three access overlays: edge projection, neighborhood browsing, and
touch-and-speak. Despite these advances, screen reading remains
predominantly linear and ephemeral.
While prior work on touchscreen accessibility investigated how
BLV users interact with spatial layouts, these explorations have
been limited to accomplishing interactions and information seeking.
Our work explores visual semantics beyond this specific scope.

2.3

2.4

Accessing and Understanding Visual
Information

Apart from maps and graphics, most prior work in accessible visual
information for BLV individuals focuses on images [13, 47, 52, 57].
While this work explores access and rich representations of visual
information, the BLV individual is limited to the role of a consumer
of visual information provided by sighted producers or describers.
Furthermore, this information seldom addresses the aesthetic value
of producing and consuming these artifacts. Likewise, deployed
human visual interpreter services like Aira [22] and automated
ones like SeeingAI [24] are limited by policy and technology to
describing the aesthetics of the visual environment around us. For
example, Aira agents cannot ofer opinions (personal communication) and SeeingAI is focused on functional information. Thus,
visual semantics and UI appeal have remained inaccessible to BLV
technology users.
Many eforts related to visual information focus on consumption
and do not discuss creation without help by sighted users to fill in
accessibility gaps (e.g. [40, 55, 66]). For example, Kuber et al. [40]
found that BLV and sighted users working together could form a
mental model of UIs. Some of this may be due to the tools available:
Li et al. found that BLV users chiefly rely on sighted assistance to
create visually appealing layouts [44]. Other work has explored
BLV users as experts, who provide instructions to sighted users. To
facilitate collaborations between BLV and sighted users, Bigham et
al. [14] present a tool that helps create annotated instructions for
task completion on webpages. Similarly, [61] surfaces the communication difculty between BLV and sighted users in virtual interfaces.
They focus particularly on deictic directions used in commands,
which proved problematic to BLV users.
Related to visual layout creation, emerging work explores BLV
engagement in design through workshops exploring ideation [11],
toolkits to facilitate BLV participation in design [10], and re-imagining
co-design with BLV people [18]. Recent work also explores how to
enable BLV individuals to independently create visual layouts and
tactile artifacts like 3D models and graphics. ShapeCad [64] uses a
2.5D display to enable BLV users to complement the programming
of visual layouts. Other eforts have focused on enabling editing
of visual layouts with non-tactile interfaces [16, 59]. Lastly, Potluri
et al.present a vision for semi-automatic visual design where AI
and BLV users work together to create user interfaces [58]. Though
this body of work addresses the important issue of engaging BLV
users in design, it does not specifcally discuss visual semantic
understanding, and the role it plays in design.

Tasks That Require Spatial Information

While traditional GUIs require generalizable access to a wide range
of interfaces in webpages and applications, some inherently spatial
tasks, such as image and graph exploration, cannot be supported
by screen readers. Many of these tasks have been addressed using
specific, non-generalizable techniques. However, we can still learn
much about how to best support visual semantics by studying what
has been done in other domains. Work in the context of BLV access
to visual information includes picture books [65], picture and scene
descriptions through apps like SeeingAI [24] and Aira [22], graphs
and graphics [19, 32, 42], cross-word puzzles [60] and work in
the domain of wayfinding (e.g., digital interfaces [2, 9, 67], tactile
maps [26, 63], and environment exploration [15, 28, 50]).
Of these, wayfinding has received the most attention, perhaps
because it is so central to independence. Wayfinding is also highly
relevant to our work since considerable attention has been paid to
studying the impact of maps and other navigation tools on spatial
understanding (e.g., [27]). For example, one survey found that haptic
imagery (i.e., mental representations generated on the basis of
previous haptic experience) can be almost as accurate as one based
on visual imagery in many different cognitive tasks [21]. Relatedly,
onset of blindness does not impact spatial memory ability [46], and
spatial memory can be acquired independent of visual perceptual
abilities. In a study of sequential representations of environments
based on step-by-step actions and points of interest, BLV users
3

Building on prior work, we are left with several open questions:
How and why do BLV users use visual semantics in everyday interactive computing tasks? What is their current visual semantic
understanding? How can better visual semantics descriptions help
BLV users use computers, engage in design work, and more easily
collaborate with sighted users? We begin to address each of these
in our study.
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asked participants to reconstruct a UI of their choice for each context using lo-fi prototyping materials. Specifcally, participants built
UI reconstructions using pre-prepared poster board templates (cut
in the size of a phone and laptop computer) along with Play-Doh,
Wikki Stix, and Braille labels. We also asked them to reconstruct
their own websites (for those that had them, N=4).
3.1.3 Data and Analysis. We collected interview session audiovideo recordings, researcher notes, and participant-created prototypes. Video recordings were manually transcribed by the research
team and analyzed using an iterative thematic coding approach
with a mixture of inductive and deductive codes [17]. The unit
of analysis was a segment of video containing either a participant
comment or an observational note made during initial transcription.
To begin, we created an initial codebook derived from our study
protocol. For each unit, we recorded the context (e.g., the question
that was asked and the location in the interview), timestamp, an initial code, and a participant identifer. To refne the codebook, six participants were randomly selected and re-coded by two researchers
(three participants each, no overlap). The codebook was shared
and mutually updated continuously. Using the updated codebook,
10% of the data was randomly selected and coded independently
by the two researchers. To calculate inter-rater reliability, we used
Cohen’s Kappa, which resulted in κ=0.7. The researchers then met,
resolved disagreements to consensus, and updated the codebook
(where necessary). Finally, one researcher recoded all of the data
using the updated codebook.

STUDY

To investigate how BLV users understand, learn, and potentially
use visual semantics in interfaces across devices and contexts, we
performed a three-part interview study with 10 BLV participants:
in Part 1, we examine perceptions, usage, and the importance of
visual semantics via formative questions; in Part 2, we observe how
BLV participants perform everyday tasks with smartphone apps,
smartphone webpages, and desktop webpages and the role of visual
semantics therein; fnally, in Part 3, we assess how BLV users interpret and interact with visual semantics via lo-fi UI reconstructions.

3.1

Method

3.1.1 Participants. We recruited ten BLV participants (four women;
six men) through email, social media, and snowball sampling. As
summarized in Table 1, participants were on average 35 years old
(SD=11.18, range 24-58) and compensated $15 per hour, for a total
of $22 for our 90-minute study.
3.1.2 Procedure. The study took 90 minutes to complete and included three parts: (1) a semi-structured formative interview, (2)
smartphone and desktop-based screen reader tasks, and (3) UI reconstructions using lo-fi prototyping. Study sessions were conducted by
two researchers (one facilitator, one note taker) and video recorded.
Part 1: Formative interview. We began with a semi-structured
interview to examine how BLV users think about, make sense of,
and use visual semantics in everyday interactions on smartphones
and desktops (i.e. with traditional GUIs). We also asked about the
perceived importance and motivations for learning such semantics.
Part 2: Screen reader tasks. To investigate how BLV users rely
on visual semantics in their UI interactions and to understand usage
across contexts, we asked participants to perform common tasks
using smartphone apps, smartphone webpages, and desktop webpages.
For each device platform and usage scenario, we requested that
participants choose a task that they perform every day using a
screen reader, such as sending a text message, requesting a ride
share, or planning a route. We also asked participants to perform
two prescribed tasks: adding a contact (smartphone app only) and
searching for a video in YouTube (all three contexts). During the
tasks, we asked them to ‘think aloud,’ and we directly observed
their interactions (e.g., use of gestures and spatial patterns on the
smartphone). For these interactions, participants could use screen
readers or voice assistants (e.g., Siri). Importantly, these tasks were
intended as a probe to evoke reactions with regards to visual semantics in everyday computer and smartphone use and not meant
to derive specifc fndings related to task completion–something
that has been explored in prior work on web browsing [12, 66],
programming [3], and digital visual layout creation [44].
Part 3: UI reconstructions. Finally, to better understand how
BLV users interpret and build mental models of visual semantics, we
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FINDINGS

We describe fndings from our three-part qualitative study, including the perceived importance, understanding, and use of visual
semantics across smartphone and desktop contexts. As a qualitative study, we are interested in capturing nuanced views and
perspectives; however, we report numbers to indicate participant
preferences and trends.

4.1

Importance of and Access to Visual
Semantics

Towards addressing our initial research question about when, how,
and why do BLV users interact with visual semantics, we report on
perceived importance, touch vs. desktop interface use, and strategies
and challenges to learning.
4.1.1 Importance of Visual Semantics. Despite not having full access to a UI’s visual semantics, all participants felt that they were
critically important, particularly to: (1) improving interaction with
and navigation of UIs (N=6), (2) enabling collaboration with sighted
users (N=6), especially to provide and receive instruction, and (3)
building their own visually oriented artifacts (N=2), such as websites
and blogs.
For UI navigation, BLV users felt that visual semantics improved
interaction efciency, especially on smartphones. For example,
when discussing their smartphone, P8 said, “For one thing, I know
where some of the icons on the screen are. So, I can just touch the area
where I believe it is.” (P8). Similarly, P6 noted, “Spatially, if you know
something is at the top vs. at the bottom, it helps you get to it.” (P6).
These spatial connections are enabled by the touchscreen screen
4

Table 1: Demographic and technology use details of the participants. Note that P7-LV and P10-LV are both low vision which is
indicated in their participant ID since it may be relevant to interpreting quotes from these participants. Light refers to light
perception; Prog refers to programming experience (this data is missing for P1).
ID

Age Gen Level
Vision

of

P1
P2

30
27

F
M

Totally blind
Totally blind

P3

28

F

Totally blind

P4

35

M

P5
P6
P7-LV

24
58
49

M
M
F

P8

27

M

Visual acuity
not measurable
Totally blind
Extremely low
Double
and
blurry vision
Totally blind

P9

26

F

P10LV

46

M

Light
perception
Peripheral; no
center vision

Light

Frequently Used Access Tech

Occasionally Used
Access Tech

No
No

JAWS, VoiceOver on OS X, VoiceOver on iOS
NVDA, Braille Display, VoiceOver on iOS

No

JAWS, VoiceOver on iOS

NVDA
JAWS,
Windows
Narrator
NVDA, Braille Display
NVDA

Light
No
Light
Light
Light
Light
Yes

JAWS, VoiceOver on OS X, Braille Display,
VoiceOver on iOS
JAWS, VoiceOver on iOS
JAWS, Braille Display, VoiceOver on iOS
JAWS, Screen Magnification, VoiceOver on iOS,
ZoomText
VoiceOver on OS X, Braille Display, VoiceOver on
iOS
JAWS, NVDA, TalkBack on Android
VoiceOver on OS X, Screen Magnifcation,
VoiceOver on iOS, CCTV

reader, which ofers direct access to widgets and information via
touch. As an extreme case, P9 used only direct touch interactions
on her phone: “I only tap; I don’t use gestures.” (P9).
When collaborating with sighted individuals, BLV individuals
often find themselves receiving and providing instructions about
visual artifacts, e.g., how to find a button or feature in an application.
This information exchange typically requires both sighted and BLV
individuals to share an understanding of the overall UI as well as
the current element in focus. P9 described the dual challenge of
giving and receiving instructions with sighted users:

Prog?

Web Presence

Yes

None
Personal website

No

Personal website

No

None

NVDA
Windows Narrator
NVDA

Yes
No
No

Personal website
None
Personal blog

JAWS,
Windows
Narrator, NVDA
None

No

None

Yes

Personal blog

None

No

None

learned about visual semantics in both smartphones and desktops
although to a varying degree. As described in Related Work, smartphone screen readers support richer touch interaction compared
to their desktop counterparts. Consequently, smartphones enable
direct manipulation of user interface elements, thereby facilitating access to the spatial arrangement of the UI. These diferences
proved consequential in our data.
Due both to their inherently spatial nature and the direct manipulation aspect of smartphone screen readers, we observed that
participants learned about spatiality and visual semantics predominantly on smartphones. However, learning took place on desktops
as well, though was valued less. In contrast, desktop screen readers
linearize UIs, which can obfuscate visual semantics. Indeed, while
four participants wanted better access to visual semantics on desktop UIs, five could identify no beneft to having them. As P3 said,
“[When] I am using a keyboard, I use the find feature quite frequently,
and so it doesn’t really matter if I know the spatial layout.” (P3). This
shows that P3 preferred seeking information without using visual
semantics. In contrast, P4 describes the value of visual semantics
for navigation when asked if he tried to understand the layout of
the website when using a desktop: “Yes. For the same reason. For
navigation purposes. I may not use it in the same manner as when I
am touching the screen, but it is important to know where the locations are if I need to get to it. Even navigation is quite diferent from
touching the screen using the navigation keys on the keyboard vs.
touching the screen.” (P4). P4 thus describes how he prefers being
aware of visual semantics, though they deviate from traditional
keyboard-based navigation.
Lack of access to visual semantics may be an important reason
why participants feel unmotivated to learn and understand spatial
layout information. When asked about the last time they benefited
from knowing the spatial layout information of a desktop interface,

“It’s two things. One, when I am trying to convey something to someone [sighted], and a lot of times the buttons
that we hear are only labels, and it’s not actually written [as a] home button [or] maybe a home icon. [. . . ]
And the second reason why I’d love to know how it’s laid
out is when other people are giving me directions. The
other day I was using Microsoft Teams, and I wanted to
fgure out how to share my screen for a presentation. All
my teammates said, ‘Oh, it’s like the red-colored button
on the top right corner.’ For me, there is no top-right
corner.” (P9)
The visual modalities used by sighted users and the semanticbased understanding of layouts of BLV users lead to inconsistencies
that make receiving and providing instruction challenging. These
challenges cascade into layout creation, as explained in Section 4.3.2.
In summary, participants find utility in accessing visual semantic
information to navigate, use interfaces, and to collaborate with
sighted users. Despite the utility, they do not find value in visual
semantics at all times, e.g., when navigating webpages.
4.1.2 Touch vs. Desktop Interface Use. Despite diferences in interaction modalities between smartphone and desktop screen readers,
visual semantic access was desired across contexts, e.g., participants
5

P1 said, “I don’t know much about spatial layout information. I don’t
have access about how to know spatial layout information.” (P1).
4.1.3 Strategies to Learn About Visual Semantics. Despite there
being no standard method or access technology to teach visual
semantics to BLV users, participants reported using several learning
strategies, including trial and error, sighted assistance, training
seminars, and features in existing screen reading technology, such
as exploring by touch or listening to a hierarchical representation
of a webpage. On smartphones, participants primarily depended
on trial and error, using existing screen reading features such as
touch exploration (N=5). On desktops, sighted assistance (N=3) and
trial and error (N=3) were mentioned.
This learning about visual semantics on desktops is interesting
given that desktop screen readers do not surface spatial arrangement of interfaces or provide visual semantic information. When
describing trial-and-error strategies on the smartphone, participants talked about the ability to explore by touch as well as by
leveraging common UI design paradigms (e.g. tab bars at the bottom of iOS apps). As P3 said, “When I download a new app, I touch
parts of the screen where I expect certain things to be. . . I will tap on
the bottom and see if there are tabs there. . . Once I start to understand
the order of things, maybe I will touch and discover like ‘oh that’s
near the top of the screen.’” (P3). Participants clearly conveyed the
value of these mental models. Interestingly, these function well
even though participants were not overly accurate when asked to
construct these models, as described in Section 4.2.
Trial and error on the desktop was also possible. For example,
P5 describes how . . . “Screen readers themselves have given me [a]
qualitative sense of what the layout looks like . . . You would also know
that this was a heading above that. This was a heading below that.”
(P5). Here, P5 interprets the screen reader element order to imply
something about a UI’s visual semantics (e.g., the relative position
of elements).
While participants learned spatial layouts on smartphones using
trial and error and sighted assistance, they used only sighted assistance to learn desktop layouts. This contrast in learning strategies
is well emphasized in P9’s words: “With touchscreen interfaces, you
can actually get a sense of how it is laid out. . . if you touch, I know
what is on the top-right corner, what is on the top-left corner. . . ” (P9).
Instead, participants mentioned using sighted assistance to learn
spatial layouts on desktops. For example, P9 said: “On Outlook [51],
I used to have trouble uploading files to email once upon a time, so I
had to take sighted help, that’s how I know.” (P9). We observed that
BLV users gained knowledge of visual semantics of specifc interfaces from sighted friends and colleagues when trying to navigate
inaccessible layouts. Similarly, P5 said:

Figure 2: Screenshot of Fiddler, the web debugging software
referred to by P5. The arrow shows the execute button for
the script text box coming before the text box itself, which
made it difficult for P5 to navigate the interface.
I was like, ‘what’s going on?’, and she was like, ‘that’s
how the interface is laid out.’” (P5)
We see here that the BLV participant had a theory about the spatial
layout of the interface that they revised when something did not
work as expected, but they had to ask for sighted confirmation.
Other participants also mentioned receiving sighted help. For example, P1 describes learning Word, “probably when I was attending
some webinars about Word. That webinar was explaining how Word
looks like on the screen.” (P1). Similarly, P6 said, “In training, they
would tell me this is here and that is there, but to get comfortable and
efcient with it, it was just trial and error. And repetition.” (P6). Interestingly, this quote illustrates that even when sighted assistance
was provided, trial and error was still important.
Finally, we discuss other non-dominant strategies participants
used to learn visual semantics. P7-LV mentioned learning visual
semantics through light perception (current partially functional
vision making it possible to distinguish icons based on color for
example), P9 mentioned late onset of blindness, and P5 mentioned
knowledge of underlying interface code. “One, I would almost always
get the information by looking at the actual code. Or two, [I would]
again limit myself to, for example, ‘Oh, this heading structure doesn’t
make sense’ or ‘Hey, it makes sense to have a horizontal rule here
to separate two sections’ or you know something else, for example.”
(P5). While understanding code requires a specific skillset, our
participant’s ability to understand visual semantics (like the relative
location of elements) from linear representations is intriguing, if
unusual.
4.1.4 Challenges When Learning Visual Semantics. Despite benefting from visual semantics, participants informed us about two
key learning challenges across contexts: missing information (N =5)
and inconsistent representations provided by screen readers (N =4).
From observations, we learn from four participants that inconsistent information provided by screen readers was a major hurdle
for their learning and interacting with spatial layouts. For example,
some screen readers difer in whether the arrow keys map onto the
direction in which elements are laid out: “. . . if you are reading using
the PC cursor voice, you are using the down arrow to go down, but
if you do it with the JAWS cursor, the direction is going left to right.
So the buttons may be in a line across the top but JAWS is reading
as though they are down the page vertically.” (P6). This issue was
specifc to desktop interfaces due to the diferences in the design of
desktop and mobile screen readers.

“I was working with Fiddler [43] today. What I was
trying to do was edit the Fiddler script, and it turns out
that the way it’s laid out is the button, and the button is
followed by the text box to the right. It is the other way
round. . . This did happen before that I didn’t know the
button was there, and I almost thought my focus was
not going, and I asked my sighted friend, ‘Hey, is there
an accessibility bug here?’. . . You will almost think for a
second. . . You will almost be sure that the screen reader
is not reading that text box. So I had her look at it, and
6

In addition to inconsistent information, we observed that missing images and other graphic information by screen readers was a
barrier for BLV users to understand visual semantics. Interestingly,
P5 was under the impression, based on screen reader feedback,
that there was an image on his personal webpage. Though the
screen reader mentioned there being a graphic, what was visually
displayed was just a placeholder. “I actually don’t know that it’s actually a home icon over there and not actually home written in words
there. So it’s kind of a lot of gap . . . ” (P9). Moreover, several participants mentioned missing information as a hurdle to understanding
spatial layouts.
Multiple participants reflected on the effort necessary to learn
visual semantics and how this affected their smartphone usage,
both negatively and positively. For example, P10-LV said: “When I
first start using something, I don’t know the placement and stuff, so it
takes me a bit to play around [. . . ] Once I am used to it, I am hesitant
to try something new.” (P10-LV). Similarly, P2 described the tradeoff between effort and payoff relative to interaction efficiency: “If
I’m using something frequently, I’ll take the time to learn the spatial
layout.” (P2).
To summarize, we observed challenges to learning due to the
inconsistent interpretation and incomplete representation of visual
elements, graphics and images by screen readers, and the inherent
cost (in terms of time and complexity) of learning new interfaces.

4.2

size of elements does not correspond to the size of the buttons.” (P5).
Relatedly, two participants had a notion of the size of elements
on webpages as they appeared on the smartphone. “I think this is
ordered now. . . it seems a little wider than the Internet’s websites.” (P3).
While describing the layout of their reconstruction of the MOD
Pizza website as it appears on a smartphone, P3 said, “and then
there is like a bigger thing like ‘the great thing about MOD Pizza.’
Seems to be bigger than the one above it. And then this heading is
like two lines long.” (P3). Lastly, three participants had some notion
of the size of elements as they appear on webpages when browsed
from a desktop. “Huge annoying part of the screen. To the right of
the left list. . . I’m putting it two sticky notes wide. . . probably it’s so
annoying.” (P3). Similarly, for P8, the size of the canvas dictated
where elements went in terms of columns. Participants constructed
UIs by column and moved over to the right when they were out of
vertical space.
While screen readers do not convey the meaning of shape, it
was surprising to hear notions of shape described by BLV users.
Interestingly, however, our fndings do not inform comparison or
contrast of these perceptions across device or contexts, since the
shapes that participants created were not very distinct from each
other across device platforms or usage scenarios. Participants used
representative shapes instead: links were straight lines, buttons
were blobs or circular shaped Play-Doh. While lo-fi prototyping
the Facebook iOS app, P2 represented buttons for the camera and
messenger icons as round circles. Some participants however, were
very creative in physical representations of UI elements. For example, when describing her reconstructed model of a desktop website,
P9 used a large rectangular piece of Play-Doh to denote a search
results section and used a pen to make a horizontal indentation to
denote a heading in the search results.
We find BLV technology users have notions of diferent kinds of
UIs (app and web) to varying degrees. They had notions of general
layouts (N =2), layouts of webpages on desktops (N =6), and layouts
of websites they own (N =1). Participants developed these layouts
primarily based on screen reader representations (N =2). Six participants primarily perceived layouts of websites on the desktop
as being vertical. Evident from P8’s experience, “Old habits, really
more than anything. No reason why I couldn’t when I learn; I’ve been
using a computer since I was 11. So everything as far as [the] Internet
was vertical, line-by-line.” (P8). Similarly, we observed P5’s lo-fi prototype of a website as it appears on the desktop to predominantly
have everything to the left, with the right side of the canvas remaining empty. Interestingly, participants’ lo-fi prototypes of phone
apps were more spread across the canvas as opposed to those of
websites on desktops.

Mental Models of Visual Semantics

To understand BLV users’ perception of visual semantics and inform strategies to narrow the gap between non-visual representations and visual semantic understanding, we report fndings on
perceptions of visual semantics, notions of size and shape, and understanding of overall structure in BLV users. Insights into BLV
mental models of visual semantics could better situate future work
to support non-visual access to this information.
4.2.1 Perceptions of Visual Semantics. BLV users’ perceptions were
most acute for smartphone apps, followed by webpages on the
smartphone, followed by webpages on the desktop. We now describe these perceptions of size and shape of UI elements, and their
overall perceptions of UI layouts.
Participants associated size with functionality and context (app
and web). For example, when reconstructing the layout of the Twitter app on smartphone, P4 said, “These are tweets. Sometimes they
can be small, depending on what people put. Sometimes, they put pictures and links.” (P4). While describing the layout of an app (when
asked if they feel the need to know how UIs are arranged on screen),
P5 said, “There was this big. . . you know, like, these rich text editor
fields. Usually those editors are like. . . big, right? I am just basing it
on my general knowledge.” (P5).

4.2.3 Understanding of Structure/Layout. Looking at a higher level
than shape, P5 and P8 had some general awareness of news website structure. “You know, for a news article. You know well there is
probably going to be ads above and below the actual news content.”
(P5). This was also evident in P1’s lo-fi prototype of a webpage as it
appears on the desktop. She was confdent to construct the layout
of a generic news website as opposed to the layout of a particular
one.
Lastly, participants developed their mental models of layouts
through screen reader feedback. As P6 said, “Just the concept that,

4.2.2 Size and Shape. Four participants had some estimation of size
when prototyping smartphone apps. While exploring the Google
Maps app home screen before reconstruction, P3 said, “There seems
to be like a basketball game event suggestion, and that seems to take
up like a lot of space.” (P3). She also said, “I have like a skinny search
bar on the top and then like two blobs of Play-Doh.” (P3). While
not as precise as P3, P5 was aware of the misrepresentation of the
size of elements. He said, “I am giving a disclaimer right now: The
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to me, spatial layout is based on the screen reader interface. It’s not
based on what it looks like. And that happens across accessibility
formats. So my perception of how a page looks using a braille display
is different than using JAWS. Because the braille display can go only
40 cells at a time. So the concept of spatial is very different.” (P6). To
further understand this trend, we compare accuracy of participants’
prototypes to whether or not they referred to the original interface.
Six participants referred to the original app interface and four
did not. Of those that referred (N=6), three participants re-created
fairly accurate prototypes. Two participants produced moderately
accurate layouts, while one produced a prototype with low accuracy.
Of those that chose not to refer to the interface (N=4), one produced
a fairly accurate layout, one moderate and two low.
For websites on the smartphone, five participants reconstructed
the layouts on referring, three chose not to refer and two did not
prototype. Note that all the fairly accurate layouts were produced
by participants who referred to the original web interface. Accuracy
was overall moderate to low (N =8). For participants who chose not
to refer, one participant produced a moderately accurate layout
while two produced low accuracy prototypes.
For desktop web, six participants chose not to refer to the original
website interface while prototyping. Of these six, five participants
chose not to refer, and reconstructed prototypes with low accuracy.
Of those that referred (N =3), one constructed a fairly accurate prototype, one constructed moderately accurate and one participant’s
prototype was less accurate. Surprisingly for personal websites,
accuracy was moderate (N =4) both for participants who referred
(N =2), and did not (N =2). One participant who did not refer produced a prototype of low accuracy.
Our fndings reveal how participants represented UIs, what they
struggled with, and their preferences while prototyping like reference points, strategies to describe layouts, and navigation order
while constructing. Existing lo-fi prototyping techniques and software are not accessible to BLV individuals. However, to illustrate
BLV conceptualization of visual semantics, we next present insights
from the low-fi prototyping task.

4.3

Figure 3: P6 smartphone app reconstruction (left) of the
Waze navigation app (right).

built. P3, for example, started by constructing the browser’s address
bar. Similarly, P5 started from the top. P9, in addition to starting
from the top, divided the canvas into sections. We assume that this
division was due to her prior experience as a web developer.
While ten participants constructed lo-fi prototypes, we perceived
four participants to be generally interested in these prototyping
tasks. All participants prototyped the layout of the smartphone app.
When asked to construct the layout of a phone app, P9 was very
enthusiastic and accepted the task like a challenge. She said, “I think
I can do the phone app. It has more stuff. Feels like I’ve become a kid
again. It’s been a while since I played with all of these. Especially I
used to play the fun school game.” (P9). Two participants expressed
disinterest but continued to prototype the layout of a smartphone
website, and two chose not to prototype. One participant chose to
construct the layout of a generic webpage. For desktop web, one
participant did not prototype, and one participant chose to prototype the layout of a generic news website, mentioning that she
was not familiar with the layouts of any specifc website that she
browsed on the desktop. “I don’t have in my mind the layout of a
particular website. I am trying to think [. . . ] also the websites [. . . ]
they look diferent from one another to me.” (P1). All five participants who had a personal website prototyped its layout. Note that
not all participants expressed a preference or sentiment about our
prototyping task.

Prototyping and Creation of Visual
Semantics

To better understand BLV users’ conception of visual semantics,
we asked participants to prototype familiar UIs with lo-fi materials.
We analyzed and report on our observations, their material designs,
and their “think aloud” comments.
4.3.1 Prototyping Preferences and Observations. Interestingly, participant preference did not vary with device (smartphone vs. desktop) and usage scenario (app vs. web) while lo-fi prototyping.
Ten participants used reference points for smartphone app reconstructions. P4, for example, started construction on the bottom-left
corner of the canvas, and P5 started on the top-left. Similarly, P9
started on the top and bottom, thereafter proceeding with placing
straight lines of Wikki Stix from bottom to top. We observe that
P3’s notion of a reference point included static elements of the
phone’s UI. When asked to prototype the layout of a smartphone
app, she clarifed by asking, “No status bar, right? Like the time and
stuff.” (P3). Relatedly, we could observe reference points for five
participants as they constructed layouts of websites they owned and

4.3.2 Strategies to Describe and Construct Layouts. We summarize
diferent strategies participants used to describe and construct interfaces to inform the readers of BLV notions of verbalizing visual
semantics. Description strategies included the use of relative positions with some elements as anchor points (e.g., “the button is below
the title header”), use of corner elements, use of element counts and
absolute positions (e.g., “the button is at x,y location”), with relative
positions being predominant (three for smartphone apps and three
for personal webpages). We also present other strategies, including
assumed location and absolute positions, and discuss participant
strategies for constructing interfaces, e.g., navigation order.
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Three participants used relative positions to describe UIs and
lo-fi prototypes. “In my view, the settings app is having one kind
of notification area on the top, which kind of shows me tips if my
airplane mode is on; below that, I have a list of things network and
Internet, display and sounds; I only go to network and Internet all the
time.” (P9). Similarly, three participants used relative positions to
describe layouts of web pages they owned or built. “The way I think
about this is on the top is my email, to the right is my phone number.
Below that [is] essentially a 2 by 2 kind of thing, which has my social
profile.” (P5).
Four participants used edge elements to describe layouts. “Well,
at the top of the screen is the buttons that tell you like the directions.
There’s also. . . when you first open the app, first there’s search and
then voice; here’s a microphone. In the middle, there’s the map and
then, at the bottom, there’s the buttons for menu and sound and speed
and stuff like that.” (P6). Similarly, three participants used corner
elements to describe smartphone layouts. “And in the top right is
the add contact button.” (P6). Interestingly, one participant, P9, used
absolute position to describe the layout of the contacts app. “On
top is quick contact for blah blah blah. The one over here on the right
hand side is the call button, say if I want to call them again.” (P9).
We next present findings on navigation order strategies that
participants used to: prototype layouts, refer to the original app for
construction, and to describe the constructed layouts. In the context
of screen reader access, navigation order is determined by the UI
builders. However, it was interesting to see participants using a
variety of strategies, like going left-to-right, top-to-bottom, and
bottom-to-top when constructing, referring to the original interface,
and describing the reconstructions.

was interesting to see five participants not referring to the original
layout. We observe similar behavior with respect to personal websites (two used screen readers, three did not refer to the original).
Though an accuracy comparison between the reconstruction and
actual interface would help clarify this, we do not report accuracy
related fndings; limited non-visual access to visual attributes of
interfaces, the disconnect between visual ordering of elements and
semantic structure provided to screen readers, and the lack of access
to visual information may make such a comparison unfair.
4.3.4 Building Web Pages. Five of our ten participants had webpages that they built or maintained. These pages were also meant
for visual consumption. We explore BLV developer strategies for
making visual design decisions and building visual layouts.
Participants used WordPress and WordPress templates (three
participants), sighted help (N=3), and HTML (N=3) as strategies to
develop or maintain their webpages. WordPress was the back-end
used by three of the five participants who had a webpage. Three
participants perceived it as a tool, and two participants commented
on the value of WordPress templates. When asked if they built their
own website, P9 said, “Yes and no. Like not kind of like I coded it. I
just plugged in kind of a lot of WordPress plugins.” (P9). To the same
question, P3 said, “I used a template. I don’t know what it is called
[. . . ] I write the content. The layout is generated by the template.” (P3).
Three other participants used their knowledge of HTML markup
to develop parts of their personal webpages or blogs. “I didn’t use a
platform as such, like WordPress or whatever. It’s just plain HTML
and CSS.” (P5). Lastly, three participants relied heavily on sighted
assistance to develop their website. “I literally copied someone’s
code. . . with their permission obviously and changed things.” (P5).
Surprisingly, based on our observations and interpretations, no
participant independently selected the template for their webpage,
and no participant independently pushed major updates to their
webpage–major areas of contribution for future design tools. Participants used templates and settings that are known to be accessible
(N=2) and assistance from friends and family members to make
visual design decisions on their webpages. In P3’s words:

4.3.3 Navigation Order. We observe that participants preferred
going left-to-right, top-to-bottom on the canvas when they were
prototyping layouts (six for smartphone app, seven for websites on
smartphones and desktops, and four for personal websites). The
second most common observation was that participants placed
UI elements on the canvas in a top-to-bottom fashion (two for
smartphone app, one for smartphone web, two for desktop web, and
one for personal website). We noticed that the constructions where
participants went in a top-to-bottom fashion had less detail, likely
resulting in their not going left-to-right. Lastly, it was interesting
to see two participants go in no specific order when prototyping a
smartphone app.
While describing their interfaces, participants went predominantly from left-to-right, top-to-bottom across contexts (eight for
apps, seven for websites on smartphones and desktops, and three
for personal websites). The second most commonly observed strategy was to only go top-to-bottom (two for apps, one for smartphone
websites, two for desktops and one for personal websites). Interestingly, we observe that one of the participants lacked sufcient
detail in their reconstruction to go left-to-right, top-to-bottom.
Four participants followed a left-to-right, top-to-bottom order
when referring to the smartphone app during reconstruction. Three
participants did not refer to the app, and we were unable to discern the order for one participant. For websites on the smartphone,
four participants followed a left-to-right, top-to-bottom order, and
two participants did not refer to the original webpage. For desktop
websites, while three participants used screen reader ordering, it

“I used a template. I don’t know what it is called. When
I got a website, I had a friend set it up for me. He chose a
template that is supposed to be more accessible. I don’t
really know what he did. He turned off the WYSIWYG
editor. . . He made a couple of tweaks to make that easier
for me. I hate that I don’t know what he did.” (P3)
P3’s words reveal the sense of dependency associated with making
a visual layout choice, and the lack of autonomy and knowledge
that result from this dependency.
From the observations, we see that BLV individuals find utility in
visual semantics across context. While existing access technology
provides this information, there are significant limitations that
prevent BLV users from making the best use of this information.
Furthermore, insufficient access to visual semantics increases the
difficulty of non-visually building visually appealing layouts.
“I am really really bad at this is what I understood. [. . . ]
Its also very interesting to understand and appreciate
the more commonly used websites and know about them
so that you can better design your website [. . . ] All that
9

The full potential of visual semantic access of user interfaces
could be realized if participants had access to visual semantics
during regular use (e.g. using a screen reader), and when using
devices prevalent in everyday computing (e.g. touchscreen devices).
Given the understanding of visual semantics demonstrated in our
study with respect to phones, it seems clear that this is possible
without requiring costly special hardware or expertise to generate
physical representations of visual semantics. This recommendation
is in line with prior work exploring socio-technical considerations
for accessible visualization design [48] and the cost associated with
tactile graphics outlined in [31].
Given the ubiquity of smartphones relative to specialized hardware like embossers, we recommend emulating the sorts of exploratory features supported on phones for other devices. Smartphone or tablet touchscreens and/or laptop touchpads could be
used as assistive input devices for desktops, with similar direct
manipulation and gesture techniques for non-sighted exploration.
We further recommend voice-based access to visual semantics. In a
comparison of embossed visualizations to multi-modal touchscreen
representations, Gorlewicz et al. [31] found that participant performance was equivalent, which suggests that tactile graphics, while
promising, are not essential, at least in the domain of information
visualization. Future work should verify whether the same is true
for visual semantics of interfaces, and investigate translation of the
guidelines developed by Gorlewicz et al. [31] to visual semantics.

I really care about are things that visually might look
awkward to people but how they exactly look, I don’t
care that much. If I think about it now, maybe its not
the right thing. Maybe you want to understand how
the layouts actually look and make some contribution
there.” (P5)
Here, we find an introspective realization of importance of visual
semantics for BLV users, further strengthening the need for nonvisual visual semantic access. P5 did not care much about the appearance of user interfaces beyond they appearing awkward, but
after answering our questions and prototyping four UIs, he refects
on the need to have access to this information and expresses desire
to pay attention to these.

5

DISCUSSION

Our three-part study illustrates the potential of visual semantic
information to enable more efcient use of and collaborative interactions with computers and smartphones for blind and low-vision
users. We find that BLV users see value in access to spatial layouts
in both desktops and smartphones, although this information is
valued slightly less in the context of desktops. Furthermore, participants reported learning spatial layouts using a variety of strategies,
including screen reader functionality and sighted assistance. Finally,
users faced access gaps that limited their participation in prototyping and building visual layouts. While future work should explore
the positive and negative impact of access to visual semantics on
start-up costs associated with learning new, frequently used interfaces, this study demonstrates that there is both interest and value
in exposing more of this information.
Below, we refect on our fndings and implications for design.
Based on our fndings, we suggest: (1) research into how to better
describe semantics like the use of relative positioning when describing interface elements and integration of these descriptions into
screen readers, and (2) support for BLV visual semantic prototyping.
We discuss multi-modal access, techniques to verbalize positioning
information, and adaptive methods to shorten descriptions. We end
with the importance of visual semantics in prototyping GUIs, our
study limitations, and ethical considerations.

5.1

5.2

Positioning Information and Verbal
Descriptions

While existing screen readers present visual information by giving
audio feedback on the mouse’s location, conveying indentation and
text formatting, and using three-dimensional sound to indicate the
UI element location that is being activated [1, 54], this approach
does not expose the full range of visual semantics e.g. size and shape
of UI elements.
Our fndings demonstrate that BLV users used a variety of strategies, e.g. sighted assistance and trial and error to familiarize themselves with visual semantics of interfaces. These fndings show us
that BLV users attempted to understand a wide range of visual
semantic information whether or not specifc features in screen
readers to surface this information. These observations lead us to
ask:
How can screen readers further help BLV users learn about the
interfaces they use? Given that BLV users do not require visual semantic information at all times, we recommend that screen readers
could provide a visual verbosity setting, where users can access
visual information about interface elements, i.e., an interface design
mode similar to punctuation verbosity. Similarly, screen readers
could provide visual descriptions of entire interfaces. For example,
existing screen reader functionality to read screen content could be
augmented to support descriptions of visual semantics. Our fndings show BLV preference for description order of these semantics
to be: left-to-right, top-to-bottom.
However, given that this preference may not be uniform (our
participants showed variation in the element order when describing
visual interfaces), we recommend that these orderings be customizable.

Provide Multi-Modal Access to Visual
Semantics

We find that knowledge of visual semantics helps BLV users with
increased software usability, supports UI navigation, and helps
BLV users collaborate with and/or guide other users who may be
sighted or blind. At the same time, participants do not need access
to this information at all times. New interaction designs aimed at
conveying visual semantic information should consider when and
how this information should be delivered. Participants valued visual
semantic information to interact with interfaces and collaborate
with sighted individuals, and learning took place predominantly on
smartphones and to some degree on desktops. Direct access to UI
elements on touchscreen smartphones, and the resulting familiarity
with the spatial arrangement of interfaces over time, may have
partly contributed to this predominance on smartphones. How can
technologies provide richer, meaningful access to visual semantics so
BLV individuals can benefit across contexts, including the desktop?
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Our participants used a variety of vocabulary to describe interfaces e.g. indicating through relative positioning (above and below).
Likewise, we recommend that computer generated descriptions
use relative positioning, e.g., next to, below and above, with one
or multiple elements as a reference. Descriptions should also help
users to collaborate with sighted and blind individuals.

5.3

could make UI design more accessible for BLV designers, allowing
them to make informed visual design choices and create visually
appealing prototypes.
All of these are based on technical advances that have been
shown to be feasible in other domains. For example, Microsoft Ofce
PowerPoint Designer [23] suggests visual designs. Data from [41]
could be used to build recommenders for accessible design recommendations for a very wide variety of web and mobile interfaces.
Similarly, declarative UI languages like SwiftUI [6] that encode
visual semantics nonvisually, could enable BLV creators to declaratively create visual layout prototypes. Alternatively, new interaction
techniques similar to those explored in [62] should be developed to
support nonvisual spatial placement of visual interface elements.
Finally, prototyping tools should inform BLV designers if their
changes to prototypes adhere to visual design guidelines. Program
verifcation approaches such as work to formally verify webpage
accessibility [56] could be extended to verify visual design guidelines.

Adaptive Visual Semantic Presentation

Given that describing visual semantics can be a lengthy process,
adaptive automated description generation could make this more
efficient for users. Our participants expressed familiarity with edge
and corner elements of interfaces as well as familiarity with certain
layouts, like news websites and frequently used smartphone apps.
This suggests an opportunity to use data from UI repositories such
as Rico [25] and Webzeitgeist [41] to compare a new interface to
those known to be used frequently by the same user. A layout
description could then be generated that compares the current UI
to the familiar interface and uses AI methods to generate richer
semantic descriptions.

5.4

5.5

Limitations

Our ten-person, exploratory qualitative study to examine how BLV
users understand visual semantics had samples drawn from a single
geographic area in the US, and had five users who previously built
visual interfaces such as web pages, making our sample skewed
toward expertise. This bias is appropriate to determining what
information to convey, a primary goal of this work, but may not
fully explain novice perspectives. Our findings demonstrate that
even with technical ability, BLV participants did not find visual
interfaces fully understandable. Less proficient BLV users may have
even larger hurdles to overcome. Future work should examine visual
semantic understanding across diverse groups of users.

Increasing Prototyping Ability

Though our primary focus was to understand how BLV users perceived visual semantics and the impact of this visual semantic
understanding among BLV users on accessibility, it is worth noting
that these visual semantics become important in GUI prototyping.
Our observations of lo-fi prototyping during the study provide
helpful preliminary insights that could better support nonvisual
prototyping of user interfaces. Prototyping a visual interface for
a BLV user should be as simple as drawing a design on a piece
of paper (lo-fi sketching) or dragging, dropping and drawing in a
What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG) interface (mid-fi or
high-fi prototyping) [20], both methods are available to sighted
users. For BLV individuals, however, the lack of access to prototyping methods and software makes it extremely hard to prototype,
with the only way often being to write code.
In our study, we adapted lo-fi prototyping for accessibility by
using tactile material (Wikki Stix and Play-Doh). This study design
decision was made to ofer maximum fexibility for participants
to tactually construct their prototypes. Future work should study
efectiveness of diferent tactual modalities for BLV technology
users to provide data to experiments aimed at examining visual
understanding of user interfaces, and eventually prototype these
interfaces in the real world. Our fndings inform us that the shapes
of UI elements that our participants created were not very distinct
from each other, and that participants used representative shapes
e.g. straight lines for links. While it was interesting to observe
some understanding related to shape and size of elements, and
correlations of diferent elements to representative shapes, these
fndings also surface the limited understanding of shape and size
of UI elements among BLV users. Relatedly, with limited perceptions of shape, size and visual appeal, future work should explore
methods to help BLV individuals meaningfully prototype. To increase BLV prototyping capabilities, future tools should estimate
visual information and appeal of prototypes, provide modalities
to spatially organize visual interface elements on a canvas, and
analyze conformance of designs to guidelines. These capabilities

5.6

Deviating From Normative Notions of
Visual Semantic Access

While it may seem like the goals of this work are to norm visual
semantic access, our objectives are contrary. We are not proposing that BLV users should have the same experiences with visual
semantics as sighted users, but rather our work questions ableist
assumption that BLV users can not or do not want to understand
visual semantics. At the same time, designers should have a deeper
discussion about placing responsibility on blind people to understand visual semantics to have similar experiences as sighted people.
Our work also deviates from a problematic corollary assumption, that BLV users cannot design visually pleasing interfaces that
sighted users could use. Our fndings show promise for a larger
conversation about BLV users as capable and interested visual
designers. In an inherently normative world where people form
impressions in a split second [45], an understanding of visual semantics is critical for BLV users who wish to present themselves
online. Our work provides a start at understanding this important
problem.

5.7

Ethical Considerations

It is important to consider the disability context when designing
methods to introduce accessible visual semantics, particularly about
the expectations relating to knowledge that BLV users may have
11

about visual aesthetics. While this could open up new possibilities,
it also has the potential to put undue burden on BLV users to learn
new tools, to produce good quality output in a modality that they
do not have complete access to, and open them up to additional,
potentially unfair criticisms. We could observe some of these tensions while running our user studies: though not quantifable, a
few participants were not very comfortable with the prototypes
they produced, and were highly critical of their skill in prototyping.
While we reiterated that we are not testing their skills or ability to
do a certain activity, the efect this experience may have had on
their confdence is unknown. Likewise, if a BLV user creates an
accessible UI tool that provides feedback on what is appealing, and
if the output is not appealing to an end user or a person evaluating
the interface generated by this tool, is it fair to criticize the BLV
creator? Contrastingly, given that the BLV creator is responsible for
decisions related to the output, what could constructive criticism look
like? It is important to be explicit about the limitations of future
tools that provide nonvisual access to visual semantics.
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CONCLUSION

In this work, we performed a three-part study to identify how
BLV users understand and use visual semantics across device platforms (desktop and smartphone) and common usage tasks (apps
and websites). We find that these users see value in access to visual semantics in both desktops and smartphones, although this
information is valued slightly less in the context of desktops. Furthermore, participants reported learning visual semantics using
a variety of strategies, including screen reader functionality and
sighted assistance. We closed by discussing ideas for implementing
visual semantic access in non-visual interfaces.
With increasing prevalence of visually dominant modalities, and
given that visual representations of interfaces are of value and utility for non-visual access, it is critical to rethink screen reader design
and explore deviations from prevalent linear representations without breaking existing functionality or introducing a steep learning
curve.
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